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Abstract. We present the guarded lambda-calculus, an extension of the simply typed
lambda-calculus with guarded recursive and coinductive types. The use of guarded recursive types ensures the productivity of well-typed programs. Guarded recursive types
may be transformed into coinductive types by a type-former inspired by modal logic and
Atkey-McBride clock quantification, allowing the typing of acausal functions. We give a
call-by-name operational semantics for the calculus, and define adequate denotational semantics in the topos of trees. The adequacy proof entails that the evaluation of a program
always terminates. We introduce a program logic with Löb induction for reasoning about
the contextual equivalence of programs. We demonstrate the expressiveness of the calculus
by showing the definability of solutions to Rutten’s behavioural differential equations.

Introduction
The problem of ensuring that functions on coinductive types are well-defined has prompted
a wide variety of work into productivity checking, and rule formats for coalgebra. Guarded
recursion [17] guarantees unique solutions for definitions, as well as their productivity – any
finite prefix of the solution can be produced in finite time by unfolding – by requiring that
recursive calls on a coinductive data type be nested under its constructor; for example, cons
(written ::) for streams. This can sometimes be established by a simple syntactic check, as
for the stream toggle and binary stream function interleave below:
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toggle = 1 :: 0 :: toggle
interleave (x :: xs) ys = x :: interleave ys xs
Such syntactic checks, however, exclude many valid definitions in the presence of higher
order functions. For example, consider the regular paperfolding sequence (also, more colourfully, known as the dragon curve sequence [47]), which describes the sequence of left and
right folds induced by repeatedly folding a piece of paper in the same direction. This
sequence, with left and right folds encoded as 1 and 0, can be defined via the function
interleave as follows [20]:
paperfolds = interleave toggle paperfolds
This definition is productive, but the putative definition below, which also applies interleave
to two streams and so should apparently have the same type, is not:
paperfolds’ = interleave paperfolds’ toggle
This equation is satisfied by any stream whose tail is the regular paperfolding sequence,
so lacks a unique solution. Unfortunately syntactic productivity checking, such as that
employed by the proof assistant Coq [33], will fail to detect the difference between these
programs, and reject both.
A more flexible approach, first suggested by Nakano [38], is to guarantee productivity
via types. A new modality, for which we follow Appel et al. [3] by writing I and using the
name ‘later’, allows us to distinguish between data we have access to now, and data which
we have only later. This I must be used to guard self-reference in type definitions, so for
example guarded streams over the natural numbers N are defined by the guarded recursive
equation
Strg N , N ×IStrg N
asserting that stream heads are available now, but tails only later. The type of interleave will
be Strg N → IStrg N → Strg N, capturing the fact the (head of the) first argument is needed
immediately, but the second argument is needed only later. In term definitions the types
of self-references will then be guarded by I also. For example interleave paperfolds0 toggle
becomes ill-formed, as the paperfolds0 self-reference has type IStrg N, rather than Strg N
as required, but interleave toggle paperfolds will be well-formed.
Adding I alone to the simply typed λ-calculus enforces a discipline more rigid than
productivity. For example the obviously productive stream function
every2nd (x :: x’ :: xs) = x :: every2nd xs
cannot be typed because it violates causality [29]: elements of the result stream depend
on deeper elements of the argument stream. In some settings, such as functional reactive
programming, this is a desirable property, but for productivity guarantees alone it is too
restrictive – we need the ability to remove I in a controlled way. This is provided by the
clock quantifiers of Atkey and McBride [4], which assert that all data is available now.
This does not trivialise the guardedness requirements because there are side-conditions
restricting how clock quantifiers may be introduced. Moreover clock quantifiers allow us
to recover first-class coinductive types from guarded recursive types, while retaining our
productivity guarantees.
Note on this point that our presentation departs from Atkey and McBride’s [4] by
regarding the ‘everything now’ operator as a unary type-former, written  and called ‘constant’, rather than a quantifier. Observing that the types A → A and A → A are
always inhabited allows us to see this type-former, via the Curry-Howard isomorphism, as
an S4 modality, and hence base this part of our calculus on the established typed calculi for
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intuitionistic S4 (IS4) of Bierman and de Paiva [5]. We will discuss the trade-offs involved
in this alternative presentation in our discussion of related work in Section 5.1.
Overview of our contributions. In Section 1 we present the guarded λ-calculus, more
briefly referred to as the gλ-calculus, extending the simply typed λ-calculus with guarded
recursive and coinductive types. We define call-by-name operational semantics, which will
prevent the indefinite unfolding of recursive functions, an obvious source of non-termination.
In Section 2 we define denotational semantics in the topos of trees [7] which are adequate,
in the sense that denotationally equal terms behave identically in any context, and as a
corollary to the logical relations argument used to establish adequacy, prove normalisation
of the calculus.
We are interested not only in programming with guarded recursive and coinductive
types, but also in proving properties of these programs; in Section 3 we show how the
internal logic of the topos of trees induces the program logic Lgλ for reasoning about the
denotations of gλ-programs. Given the adequacy of our semantics, this logic permits proofs
about the operational behaviour of terms. In Section 4 we demonstrate the expressiveness of
the gλ-calculus by showing the definability of solutions to Rutten’s behavioural differential
equations [43], and show that Lgλ can be used to reason about them, as an alternative
to standard bisimulation-based arguments. In Section 5 we conclude with a discussion of
related and further work.
This paper is based on a previously published conference paper [13], but has been significantly revised and extended. We have improved the presentation of our results and examples
throughout the paper, but draw particular attention to the following changes:
• We present in the body of this paper many proof details that previously appeared
only in an appendix to the technical report version of the conference paper [14].
• We discuss sums, and in particular the interaction between sums and the constant
modality via the box+ term-former, which previously appeared only in an appendix
to the technical report. We further improve on that discussion by presenting conatural numbers as a motivating example; by giving new equational rules for box+ in
Section 3.2; and by proving a property of box+ in Section 3.3.
• We present new examples in Example 1.11 which show that converting a program
to type-check in the gλ-calculus is not always straightforward.
• We give a more intuitive introduction to the logic Lgλ in Section 3, aimed at readers
who are not experts in topos theory. In particular we see how the guarded conatural
numbers define the type of propositions.
• We present new equational rules in Section 3.2 that reveal how the explicit substitutions of the gλ-calculus interact with real substitutions.
• We present (slightly improved) results regarding total and inhabited types in the
gλ-calculus in Section 3.2 which previously appeared only in an appendix to the
technical report. Relatedly, we have generalised the proof in Example 3.11.1 to
remove its requirement that the type in question is total and inhabited, by including
a new equational rule regarding composition for applicative functors.
• We present formal results regarding behavioural differential equations in Section 4
which previously appeared only in an appendix to the technical report.
• We conduct a much expanded discussion of related and further work in Section 5.
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We have implemented the gλ-calculus in Agda, a process we found helpful when fine-tuning
the design of our calculus. The implementation, with many examples, is available online.1
1. The Guarded Lambda-Calculus
This section presents the guarded λ-calculus, more briefly referred to as the gλ-calculus, its
call-by-name operational semantics, and its types, then gives some examples.
1.1. Untyped Terms and Operational Semantics. In this subsection we will see the untyped gλ-calculus and its call-by-name operational semantics. This calculus takes the usual
λ-calculus with natural numbers, products, coproducts, and (iso-)recursion, and makes two
extensions. First, the characteristic operations of applicative functors [34], here called next
and ~, are added, which will support the definition of causal guarded recursive functions.
Second, a prev (previous) term-former is added, inverse to next, that along with box and
unbox term-formers will support the definition of acausal functions without sacrificing guarantees of productivity.
The novel term-formers of the gλ-calculus are most naturally understood as operations
on its novel types. We will therefore postpone any examples of gλ-calculus terms until after
we have seen its types.
Note that we will later add one more term-former, called box+ , to allow us to write more
programs involving the interaction of binary sums and the box term-former. We postpone
discussion of this term-former until Section 1.4 to allow a cleaner presentation of the core
system.
Definition 1.1. Untyped gλ-terms are defined by the grammar
t ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

x
zero | succ t
hi | ht, ti | π1 t | π2 t
abort t | in1 t | in2 t | case t of x1 .t; x2 .t
λx.t | tt
fold t | unfold t
next t | prev σ.t | t ~ t
box σ.t | unbox t

(variables)
(natural numbers)
(products)
(sums)
(functions)
(recursion operations)
(‘later’ operations)
(‘constant’ operations)

where σ is an explicit substitution: a list of variables and terms [x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ],
often abbreviated as [~x ← ~t ]. We write prev ι.t for prev[~x ← ~x].t, where ~x is a list of all free
variables of t, and write prev t where ~x is empty. We similarly write box ι.t and box t.
The terms prev[~x ← ~t ].t and box[~x ← ~t ].t bind all variables of ~x in t, but not in ~t. We
adopt the convention that prev and box have highest precedence.
1http://users-cs.au.dk/hbugge/bin/glambda.zip
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Definition 1.2. The reduction rules on closed gλ-terms are
πd ht1 , t2 i
case ind t of x1 .t1 ; x2 .t2
(λx.t1 )t2
unfold fold t
prev[~x ← ~t ].t
prev next t
next t1 ~ next t2
unbox(box[~x ← ~t ].t)

7→
7→
7→
7→
7→
7→
7→
7→

td
td [t/xd ]
t1 [t2 /x]
t
prev(t[~t/~x])
t
next(t1 t2 )
t[~t/~x]

(d ∈ {1, 2})
(d ∈ {1, 2})

(~x non-empty)

All rules above except that concerning ~ look like standard β-reduction, removing
‘roundabouts’ of introduction then elimination. A partial exception to this observation
are the prev and next rules; an apparently more conventional β-rule for these term-formers
would be
prev[~x ← ~t ].(next t) 7→ t[~t/~x]
(1.1)
Where ~x is non-empty this rule might require us to reduce an open term to derive next t, for
the computation to continue. But it is, as usual, easy to construct examples of open terms
that get stuck without reducing to a value, even where they are well-typed (by the rules of
the next subsection). Therefore a closed well-typed term of form prev[~x ← ~t ].u may not see
u reduce to some next u0 , and so if equation (1.1) were the only applicable rule the term as
a whole would also be stuck.
This is not necessarily a problem for us, because we are not interested in unrestricted
reduction. Such reduction is not compatible in a total calculus with the presence of infinite
structures such as streams, as we could choose to unfold a stream indefinitely and hence
normalisation would be lost. In this paper we will instead adopt a strategy where we prohibit
the reduction of open terms; specifically we will use call-by-name evaluation. In the case
above we manage this by first applying the explicit substitution without eliminating prev.
The rule involving ~ is not a true β-rule, as ~ is neither introduction nor elimination,
but is necessary to enable function application under a next and hence allow, for example,
manipulation of the tail of a stream. It corresponds to the ‘homomorphism’ equality for
applicative functors [34].
We next impose our call-by-name strategy on these reductions.
Definition 1.3. Values are terms of the form
succn zero | hi | ht, ti | in1 t | in2 t | λx.t | fold t | next t | box σ.t
where succn is a list of zero or more succ operators, and t is any term.
Definition 1.4. Evaluation contexts are defined by the grammar
E ::= · | succ E | π1 E | π2 E | case E of x1 .t1 ; x2 .t2 | Et | unfold E
| prev E | E ~ t | v ~ E | unbox E
If we regard ~ naively as function application, it is surprising in a call-by-name setting
that its right-hand side may be reduced. However both sides must be reduced until they
have main connective next, before the reduction rule for ~ may be applied. Thus the order
of reductions of gλ-terms cannot be identified with the order of the call-by-name reductions
of the corresponding λ-calculus term with the novel connectives erased.
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∇`α

α∈∇

∇ ` A1
∇ ` A2
∇ ` A1 + A2

∇`N

∇ ` A1
∇ ` A2
∇ ` A1 × A2

∇`1

∇ ` A1
∇ ` A2
∇ ` A1 → A2

∇, α ` A
α guarded in A
∇ ` µα.A

∇`0
∇`A
∇ ` IA

·`A
∇ ` A
Figure 1: Type formation for the gλ-calculus
Definition 1.5. Call-by-name reduction has format E[t] 7→ E[u], where t 7→ u is a reduction
rule. From now the symbol 7→ will be reserved to refer to call-by-name reduction. We use
for the reflexive transitive closure of 7→.
Note that the call-by-name reduction relation 7→ is deterministic.
1.2. Types. We now meet the typing rules of the gλ-calculus, the most important feature of
which is the restriction of the fixed point constructor µ to guarded occurrences of recursion
variables.
Definition 1.6. Open gλ-types are defined by the grammar
A ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

α
N
1 | A×A
0 | A+A
A→A
µα.A
IA
A

(type variables)
(natural numbers)
(products)
(sums)
(functions)
(iso-recursive types)
(later)
(constant)

Type formation rules are defined inductively by the rules of Figure 1. In this figure ∇
is a finite set of type variables, and a variable α is guarded in a type A if all occurrences
of α are beneath an occurrence of I in the syntax tree. We adopt the convention that
unary type-formers bind closer than binary type-formers. All types in this paper will be
understood as closed unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Note that the guardedness side-condition on the µ type-former and the prohibition on
the formation of A for open A together create a prohibition on applying µα to any α with
 above it, for example µα.Iα or µα.Iα. This accords with our intuition that fixed
points will exist only where a recursion variable is ‘displaced in time’ by a I. The constant
type-former  destroys any such displacement by giving ‘everything now’.
Definition 1.7. The typing judgments are given in Figure 2. There Γ is a typing context,
i.e. a finite set of variables x, each associated with a type A, written x : A. In the sideconditions to the prev and box rules, types are constant if all occurrences of I are beneath
an occurrence of  in their syntax tree.
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Γ, x : A ` x : A

Γ ` zero : N

Γ ` t1 : A
Γ ` t2 : B
Γ ` ht1 , t2 i : A × B

Γ`t:N
Γ ` succ t : N

Γ`t:A×B
Γ ` π1 t : A

Γ`t:A
Γ ` in1 t : A + B
Γ`t:A+B

7

Γ`t:A×B
Γ ` π2 t : B

Γ`t:0
Γ ` abort t : A

Γ`t:B
Γ ` in2 t : A + B
Γ, x : A ` t : B
Γ ` λx.t : A → B

Γ, x1 : A ` t1 : C
Γ, x2 : B ` t2 : C
Γ ` case t of x1 .t1 ; x2 .t2 : C

Γ ` t1 : A → B
Γ ` t2 : A
Γ ` t1 t2 : B

Γ ` hi : 1

Γ ` t : A[µα.A/α]
Γ ` fold t : µα.A

Γ ` t : µα.A
Γ ` unfold t : A[µα.A/α]

Γ`t:A
Γ ` next t : IA
x1 : A1 , . . . , xn : An ` t : IA
Γ ` t1 : A1
···
Γ ` prev[x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ].t : A

Γ ` tn : An

A1 , . . . , An constant

Γ ` t1 : I(A → B)
Γ ` t2 : IA
Γ ` t1 ~ t2 : IB
x 1 : A1 , . . . , x n : An ` t : A
Γ ` t 1 : A1
···
Γ ` box[x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ].t : A

Γ ` t n : An

A1 , . . . , An constant

Γ ` t : A
Γ ` unbox t : A
Figure 2: Typing rules for the gλ-calculus
The constant types exist ‘all at once’, due to the absence of I or presence of ; this condition corresponds to the freeness of the clock variable in Atkey and McBride [4] (recalling
that this paper’s work corresponds to the use of only one clock). Its use as a side-condition
to -introduction in Figure 2 recalls (but is more general than) the ‘essentially modal’ condition in the natural deduction calculus of Prawitz [41] for the modal logic Intuitionistic
S4 (IS4). The term calculus for IS4 of Bierman and de Paiva [5], on which this calculus
is most closely based, uses the still more restrictive requirement that  be the main connective. This would preclude some functions that seem desirable, such as the isomorphism
λn. box ι.n : N →  N.
The presence of explicit substitutions attached to the prev and box can seem heavy
notationally, but in practice the burden on the programmer seems quite small, as in all
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examples we will see, prev appears only in its syntactic sugar forms
x1 : A1 , . . . , xn : An ` t : IA
A1 , . . . , An constant
Γ, x1 : A1 , . . . , xn : An ` prev ι.t : A

· ` t : IA
Γ ` prev t : A

and similarly for box. One might therefore ask why the more general form involving explicit
substitutions is necessary. The answer is that the ‘sugared’ definitions above are not closed
under substitution: we need (prev ι.t)[~u/~x] = prev[~x ← ~u].t. In general getting substitution
right in the presence of side-conditions can be rather delicate. The solution we use, namely
closing the term t to which prev (or box) is applied to protect its variables, comes directly
from Bierman and de Paiva’s calculus for IS4 [5]; see this reference for more in-depth discussion of the issue, and in particular how a failure to account for this issue causes problems for
the calculus of Prawitz [41]. Similar side-conditions have also caused problems in the closely
related area of calculi with clocks – see the identification by Bizjak and Møgelberg [12] of
a problem with the type theory presented in earlier work by Møgelberg [36].
Lemma 1.8 (Subject Reduction for Closed Terms). ` t : A and t

u implies ` u : A.

Note that the reduction rule
prev[~x ← ~t ].t 7→ prev(t[~t/~x])
plainly violates subject reduction for open terms: the right hand side is only well-defined
if t[~t/~x] has no free variables, because the explicit substitution attached to prev must close
all open variables.
1.3. Examples. We may now present example gλ-programs and their typings. We will first
give causal programs without use of the constant modality , then show how this modality
expands the expressivity of the language, and finally show two examples of productive
functions which are a bit trickier to fit within our language.
Example 1.9.
(1) The type of guarded recursive streams over some type A, written Strg A, is, as noted
in the introduction, defined as µα.A × Iα. Other guarded recursive types can be
defined, such as infinite binary trees as µα.A × I(α × α), conatural numbers CoNatg
as µα.1 + Iα, and colists as µα.1 + (A × Iα). We will focus on streams in this
section, and look more at CoNatg in Section 1.4.
(2) We define guarded versions of the standard stream functions cons (written infix as
::), head, and tail as obvious:
:: , λx.λs. foldhx, si : A → IStrg A → Strg A
hdg , λs.π1 unfold s
: Strg A → A
g
tl , λs.π2 unfold s
: Strg A → IStrg A
We can then use the ~ term-former to make observations deeper into the stream:
2ndg , λs.(next hdg ) ~ (tlg s) : Strg A → IA
3rdg , λs.(next 2ndg ) ~ (tlg s) : Strg A → IIA · · ·
(3) To define guarded recursive functions we need a fixed point combinator. Abel and
Vezzosi [2] gave a guarded version of Curry’s Y combinator in a similar calculus; for
variety we present a version of Turing’s fixed point combinator.
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Recall from the standard construction that if we had a µ type-former with no
guardedness requirements, then a combinator fix with type (A → A) → A could be
defined, for any type A, by the following:
RecA , µα.(α → (A → A) → A)
θ , λy.λf.f ((unfold y)yf )
: RecA → (A → A) → A
fix , θ(fold θ)
: (A → A) → A
To see that fix does indeed behave as a fixpoint, note that fix f unfolds in one step
to f ((unfold fold θ)(fold θ)f ). But unfold fold eliminates2, so we have f (fix f ).
What then is the guarded version of this combinator? Following the need for the
recursion variable to be guarded, and the original observation of Nakano [38] that
guarded fixed point combinators should have type (IA → A) → A, we reconstruct
the type RecA by the addition of later modalities in the appropriate places. The
terms θ and fix can then be constructed by adding next term-formers, and replacing
function application with ~, to the original terms so that they type-check:
RecA , µα.(Iα → (IA → A) → A)
θ , λy.λf.f ((next λz. unfold z) ~ y ~ next y ~ next f ) :
I RecA → (IA → A) → A
fix , θ(next fold θ) : (IA → A) → A
The addition of these novel term-formers is fairly mechanical; the only awkward
point comes when we cannot unfold y directly because it has type I RecA rather
than RecA , so we must introduce the expression λz. unfold z.
Now fix f reduces to
f ((next λz. unfold z) ~ (next fold θ) ~ (next next fold θ) ~ next f )
But the reduction rule for ~ allows us to take next out the front and replace ~ by
normal application:
f (next((λz. unfold z)(fold θ)(next fold θ)f ))
Applying the λ-expression and eliminating unfold fold yields f (next fix f ). In other
words, we have defined a standard fixed point except that a next is added to the
term to record that the next application of the fixed point combinator must take
place one step in the future. We will be able to be more formal about this property
of fix in Lemma 3.9, once we have introduced the program logic Lgλ for reasoning
about gλ-programs.
Note that the inhabited type (IA → A) → A does not imply that all types are
inhabited, as there is not in general a function IA → A. This differs from the
standard presentation of fixed point combinators that leads to inconsistency.
(4) Given our fixed point combinator we may now build some guarded streams; for
example, the simple program (in pseudocode)
zeros = 0 :: zeros
is captured by the term
zeros , fix λs.(zero ::s)
2With respect to call-by-name evaluation this program’s next reduction will depend on the shape of f ,
but it is enough for this discussion to see that unfold fold θ is equal to θ in the underlying equational theory.
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of type Strg N. Here s has type IStrg N, and so the function that the fixed point is
applied to has type IStrg N → Strg N; exactly the type expected by fix.
Note however that the plainly unproductive stream definition
circular = circular
cannot be defined within this calculus, although it is it apparently definable via a
standard fixed point combinator as fix λs.s; in our calculus the type of the recursion
variable s must be preceded by a I modality.
(5) For a slightly more sophisticated example, consider the standard map function on
streams:
mapg , λf. fix λm.λs.(f hdg s) :: (m ~ tlg s) : (A → B) → Strg A → Strg B
Here the recursion variable m has type I(Strg A → Strg B).
(6) We can define two more standard stream functions – iterate, which takes a function
A → A and a head A, and produces a stream by applying the function repeatedly,
and interleave, which interleaves two streams – in the obvious ways:
iterate0 , λf. fix λg.λx.x :: (g ~ next(f x))
: (A → A) → A → Strg A
interleave0 , fix λg.λs.λt.(hdg s) :: (g ~ (next t) ~ tlg s) : Strg A → Strg A → Strg A
These definitions are correct but are less informative than they could be, as they
do not record the temporal aspects of these functions, namely that (in the case of
iterate) the function, and (in the case of interleave) the second stream, are not used
until the next time step. We could alternatively use the definitions
iterate , λf. fix λg.λx.x :: (g ~ (f ~ next x))
: I(A → A) → A → Strg A
interleave , fix λg.λs.λt.(hdg s) :: (g ~ t ~ next tlg s) : Strg A → IStrg A → Strg A
These definitions are in fact more general:
iterate0 f x = iterate(next f ) x
interleave0 s t = interleave s (next t)
Indeed the example of the regular paperfolding sequence from the introduction shows
that the more general and informative version can also be more useful:
toggle , fix λs.(succ zero) :: (next(zero ::s)) : Strg N
paperfolds , fix λs. interleave toggle s
: Strg N
The recursion variable s in paperfolds has type IStrg N, which means it cannot be
given as the second argument to interleave0 – only the more general interleave will do.
However the erroneous definition of the regular paperfolding sequence that replaced
interleave toggle s with interleave0 s toggle cannot be typed.
Another example of a function that (rightly) cannot be typed in gλ is a filter
function on streams which eliminates elements that fail some boolean test; as all
elements may fail the test, the function is not productive.
(7) µ-types define unique fixed points, carrying both initial algebra and final coalgebra
structure. For example, the type Strg A is both the initial algebra and the final
coalgebra for the functor A × I-. This contrasts with the usual case of streams,
which are merely the final coalgebra for the functor A × -; the initial algebra for this
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functor is trivial. To see the dual structure of guarded recursive types, consider the
functions3
initial , fix λg.λf.λs.f hhdg s, g ~ next f ~ tlg si
: ((A × IB) → B) → Strg A → B
final , fix λg.λf.λx.(π1 (f x)) :: (g ~ next f ~ π2 (f x)) : (B → A × IB) → B → Strg A
For example, mapg h : Strg A → Strg A can be written as initial λx.(h(π1 x)) :: (π2 x),
or as final λs.hh(hdg s), tlg si.
We now move on to examples involving the prev (previous) term-former and constant
modality .
Example 1.10.
(1) The  type-former lifts guarded recursive streams to coinductive streams, as we
will make precise in Example 2.4. We define StrA , Strg A. We can then define
versions of cons, head, and tail operators for coinductive streams:
cons , λx.λs. box ι.x :: (unbox s)
: A → StrA → StrA
g
hd , λs. hd (unbox s)
: StrA → A
tl , λs. box ι. prev ι. tlg (unbox s) : StrA → StrA
Note that cons is well-defined only if A is a constant type. Note also that we must
‘unbox’ our coinductive stream to turn it into a guarded stream before we operate
on it. This explains why we retain our productivity guarantees. Finally, note the
absence of I in the types. Indeed we can define observations deeper into the stream
with no hint of later, for example
2nd , λs. hd(tl s) : StrA → A
(2) We have a general way to lift boxed functions to functions on boxed types, via the
‘limit’ function
lim , λf.λx. box ι.(unbox f )(unbox x) : (A → B) → A → B
This allows us to lift our guarded stream functions from Example 1.9 to coinductive
stream functions, provided that the function in question is defined in a constant
environment. For example
map , λf. lim box ι.(mapg f ) : (A → B) → StrA → StrB
is definable if A → B is a constant type (which is to say, A and B are constant
types).
(3) The more sophisticated acausal function every2nd : StrA → Strg A is
fix λg.λs.(hd s) :: (g ~ next(tl(tl s)))
Note that it takes a coinductive stream StrA as argument. The function with coinductive result type is then λs. box ι. every2nd s : StrA → StrA.
(4) Guarded streams do not define a monad, as the standard ‘diagonal’ join function
Strg (Strg A) → Strg A cannot be defined, as for example the second element of the
second stream in Strg (Strg A) has type IIA, while the second element of the result
stream should have type IA – the same problem as for every2nd above. However
we can define
diag , fix λf.(hd(hd s)) :: (f ~ next(tl(tl s))) : Str(StrA) → Strg A
3These are usually called fold and unfold; we avoid this because of the name clash with our term-formers.
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The standard join function is then λs. box ι.diag s : Str(StrA) → StrA.
In the examples above the construction of typed gλ-terms from the standard definitions
of productive functions required little ingenuity; one merely applies the new type- and termformers in the ‘necessary places’ until everything type-checks. This appears to be the case
with the vast majority of such functions. However, below are two counter-examples, both
from Endullis et al. [21], where a bit more thought is required:
Example 1.11.
(1) The Thue-Morse sequence is a stream of booleans which can be defined (in pseudocode) as
thuemorse = 0 :: tl (h thuemorse)
h (0 :: s) = 0 :: 1 :: (h s)
h (1 :: s) = 1 :: 0 :: (h s)
The definition of thuemorse is productive only because the helper stream function
h produces two elements of its result stream after reading one element of its input
stream. To see that this is crucial, observe that if we replace h by the identity
stream function, thuemorse is no longer productive. The type of h therefore needs
to be something other than Strg (1 + 1) → Strg (1 + 1). But it does not have type
IStrg (1 + 1) → Strg (1 + 1) because it needs to read the head of its input stream
before it produces the first element of its output stream. Capturing this situation –
a stream function that produces nothing at step zero, but two elements at step one
– seems too fine-grained to fit well with our calculus with I.
The simplest solution is to modify the definition above by unfolding the definition
of thuemorse once:
thuemorse = 0 :: 1 :: h (tl (h thuemorse))
This equivalent definition would remain productive if we replaced h with the identity,
and so h can be typed Strg (1 + 1) → Strg (1 + 1) without problem.
(2) The definition below of the Fibonacci word is similar to the example above, but
shows that the situation can be even more intricate:
fibonacci = 0 :: tl (f fibonacci)
f (0 :: s) = 0 :: 1 :: (f s)
f (1 :: s) = 0 :: (f s)
Here the helper function f, if given a stream with head 0, produces nothing at step
zero, but two elements at step one, as for h above. But given a stream with head 1,
it produces only one element at step one. Therefore the erroneous definition
fibonacci’ = 1 :: tl (f fibonacci’)
whose head is 1 rather than 0, is not productive. Productivity hence depends on
an inspection of terms, rather than merely types, in a manner clearly beyond the
scope of our current work.
Again, this can be fixed by unfolding the definition once:
fibonacci = 0 :: 1 :: f (tl (f fibonacci))
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1.4. Sums and the Constant Modality. Atkey and McBride’s calculus with clocks [4]
includes as a primitive notion type equalities regarding the interaction of clock quantification
with other type-formers. They note that most of these equalities are not essential, as in
many cases mutually inverse terms between the sides of the equalities are definable. However
this is not so with, among other cases, binary sums. Binary sums present a similar problem
for our calculus. We can define a term
λx. box ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2 : (A + B) → (A + B)
in our calculus but no term in general in the other direction. Unfortunately such a term is
essential to defining some basic operations involving coinductive types involving sums. For
example we define the (guarded and coinductive) conatural numbers as
CoNatg , µα.(1 + Iα)
CoNat , CoNatg
These correspond to natural numbers with infinity, with such programs definable upon them
as
cozero , fold(in1 hi)
: CoNatg
cosucc , λn. fold(in2 (next n)) : CoNatg → CoNatg
infinity , fix λn. fold(in2 n)
: CoNatg
As a guarded recursive construction, CoNatg defines a unique fixed point. In particular its
coalgebra map predg (for ‘predecessor’) is simply
predg , λn. unfold n : CoNatg → 1 + ICoNatg
Now the coinductive type CoNat should be a coalgebra also, so we should be able to define
a function pred : CoNat → 1 + CoNat similarly. However a term of type CoNat must be
unboxed before it is unfolded, and the type 1 + ICoNatg that results is not constant, and
so we cannot apply prev and box to map from ICoNatg to CoNat.
Our solution is to introduce a new term-former box+ which will allow us to define a
term
λx. box+ ι. unbox x : (A + B) → A + B
Definition 1.12 (ref. Definitions 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.7). We extend the grammar of gλ-terms
by
t ::= · · · | box+ σ.t
where σ is an explicit substitution. We abbreviate terms with box+ as for prev and box.
We extend the reduction rules with
box+ [~x ← ~t ].t 7→ box+ t[~t/~x]
(~x non-empty)
box+ ind t 7→ ind box t
(d ∈ {1, 2})
We do not change the definition of values of Definition 1.3. We extend the definition of
evaluation contexts with
E ::= · · · | box+ E
Finally, we add the new typing judgment
x1 : A1 , . . . , xn : An ` t : B1 + B2
Γ ` t1 : A1
···
Γ ` tn : An
A1 , . . . , An constant
+
Γ ` box [x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ].t : B1 + B2
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Returning to our example, we can define the term pred : CoNat → 1 + CoNat as
λn. case(box+ ι. unfold unbox n) of x1 . in1 hi; x2 . in2 box ι. prev ι. unbox x2
2. Denotational Semantics and Normalisation
This section gives denotational semantics for gλ-types and terms, as objects and arrows in
the topos of trees [7], the presheaf category over the first infinite ordinal ω , 1 ≤ 2 ≤ · · · 4
(we give a concrete definition below). The denotational semantics are shown to be sound
and, by a logical relations argument, adequate with respect to the operational semantics.
Normalisation follows as a corollary of this argument.
2.1. The topos of trees. This section introduces the mathematical model in which our
denotational semantics will be defined.
Definition 2.1. The topos of trees S has, as objects X, families of sets X1 , X2 , . . . indexed
by the positive integers, equipped with families of restriction functions riX : Xi+1 → Xi
indexed similarly. Arrows f : X → Y are families of functions fi : Xi → Yi indexed similarly
obeying the naturality condition fi ◦ riX = riY ◦ fi+1 :
X1 o
f1

r1X

f2



Y1 o

X2 o

r1Y

r2X

X3 o
f3



Y2 o

r2Y

r3X



Y3 o

r3Y

···

···

Given an object X and positive integers i ≤ j we write i for the function Xj → Xi
defined by composing the restriction functions rkX for k ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1}, or as the
identity where i = j.
S is a cartesian closed category with products and coproducts defined pointwise. Note
that by naturality it holds that for any arrow f : X → Y + Z, positive integer n, and
element x ∈ Xn , fi (x  i) must be an element of the same side of the sum for all i ≤ n. The
exponential AB has, as its component sets (AB )i , the set of i-tuples (f1 : A1 → B1 , . . . , fi :
Ai → Bi ) obeying the naturality condition, and projections as restriction functions.
Definition 2.2.
(1) The category of sets Set is a full subcategory of S via the functor ∆ : Set → S that
maps sets Z to the S-object
Zo

idZ

Zo

idZ

Z3 o

idZ

···

and maps functions f by (∆f )i = f similarly.
The full subcategory of constant objects consists of S-objects which are isomorphic to objects of the form ∆Z. These are precisely the objects whose restriction
functions are bijections. In particular the terminal object 1 of S is ∆{∗}, the initial
object is ∆∅, and the natural numbers object is ∆N;
4It would be more standard to start this pre-order at 0, but we start at 1 to maintain harmony with some
equivalent presentations of the topos of trees and related categories which have a vacuous stage 0; we shall
see such a presentation in Section 4.3
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We will abuse notation slightly and treat constant objects as if they were actually
of the form ∆Z, i.e., if X is constant and x ∈ Xi we will write x also, for example,
−1
for the element riX
(x) ∈ Xi+1 .
(2) ∆ is left adjoint to the ‘global elements’ functor homS (1, –). We write  for the
endofunctor ∆ ◦ homS (1, -) : S → S. Then unbox :  →
˙ idS is the counit of
the comonad associated with this adjunction. Concretely, for any S-object X and
x ∈ homS (1, X) we have unboxi (x) = xi , i.e. the i’th component of x : 1 → X
applied to the unique element ∗:
homS (1, X) o
x 7→ x1

id

x 7→ x2



X1 o

homS (1, X) o

homS (1, X) o
x 7→ x3



X2 o

r1X

id



X3 o

r2X

r3X

id

···

···

The global elements functor can also be understood by considering an S-object X
as a diagram in Set; then homS (1, X) is its limit, and so X is this limit considered
as a S-object.
(3) I : S → S is defined by mapping S-objects X to
{∗} o

!

X1 o

r1X

X2 o

r2X

···

IX
= riX .
That is, (IX)1 = {∗} and (IX)i+1 = Xi , with r1IX defined uniquely and ri+1
The I functor acts on arrows f : X → Y by (If )1 = id{∗} and (If )i+1 = fi . The
natural transformation next : idS →
˙ I has, for each component X, next1 uniquely
defined and nexti+1 = riX :

X1 o
!

r1X

r1X



{∗} o

X2 o

!

r2X

r2X



X1 o

X3 o

r1X

r3X



X2 o

r2X

···

···

2.2. Denotational Semantics. We may now see how the gλ-calculus can be interpreted
soundly in the topos of trees.
Definition 2.3. We interpret types in context ∇ ` A, where ∇ contains n free variables,
as functors J∇ ` AK : (S op × S)n → S, usually written JAK. This mixed variance definition
is necessary as variables may appear negatively or positively.
• J∇, α ` αK is the projection of the objects or arrows corresponding to positive
~ , X, Y ) = Y ;
occurrences of α, e.g. JαK(W
• JNK, J1K, and J0K are the constant functors ∆N, ∆{∗}, and ∆∅ respectively;
~ ) = JA1 K(W
~ ) × JA2 K(W
~ ). The definition of the functor on S-arrows is
• JA1 × A2 K(W
likewise pointwise;
~ ) = JA1 K(W
~ ) + JA2 K(W
~ ) similarly;
• JA1 + A2 K(W
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~ ) = Fix(F ), where F : (S op × S) → S is the functor given by F (X, Y ) =
• Jµα.AK(W
~
JAK(W , X, Y ) and Fix(F ) is the unique (up to isomorphism) X such that F (X, X) ∼
=
X. The existence of such X relies on F being a suitably locally contractive functor,
which follows by Birkedal et al. [7, Section 4.5] and the fact that  is only ever
applied to closed types. This restriction on  is necessary because the functor  is
not strong.
~ 0)
~ ) = JA2 K(W
~ )JA2 K(W
~ 0 is W
~ with odd and even elements
• JA1 → A2 K(W
where W
switched to reflect change in polarity, i.e. (X1 , Y1 , . . .)0 = (Y1 , X1 , . . .);
• JIAK, JAK are defined by composition with the functors I,  (Def. 2.2).

Example 2.4.
(1) JStrg NK is the S-object
No

pr1

N×N o

pr1

(N × N) × N o

pr1

···

where the pr1 are first projection functions. This is intuitively the object of approximations of streams – first the head, then the first two elements, and so forth.
Conversely, JStr NK = ∆(Nω ), so it is the constant object of streams, as usually defined in Set. This can also be understood as the limit of the approximations given
by JStrg NK.
More generally, any polynomial functor F on Set can be assigned a gλ-type AF
with a free type variable α that occurs guarded. The denotation of µα.AF will
then be the constant object of the carrier of the final coalgebra for F [36, Theorem
2]. Therefore  is the modality that takes us from guarded recursive constructions
to coinductive constructions.
(2) JCoNatg K is the S-object
2o

r1Ω

3o

r2Ω

4o

r3Ω

···

where each set n is {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and rnΩ (k) = min(n, k). In fact this is the
subobject classifier of S, usually written Ω.
JCoNatK is the constant object ∆(N + {∞}).

Lemma 2.5. The interpretation of a recursive type is isomorphic to the interpretation of
~ )∼
~ ).
its unfolding: Jµα.AK(W
= JA[µα.A/α]K(W

Lemma 2.6. Constant types denote constant objects in S.

Proof. By induction on type formation, with IA case omitted, A a base case, and µα.A
considered only where α is not free in A.
Note that the converse does not apply; for example JI1K is a constant object.

Definition 2.7. We interpret typing contexts Γ = x1 : A1 , . . . , xn : An in the usual way as
S-objects JΓK , JA1 K × · · · × JAn K, and hence interpret typed terms-in-context Γ ` t : A as
S-arrows JΓ ` t : AK : JΓK → JAK (usually written JtK) as follows.
JxK is the projection JΓK × JAK → JAK. JzeroK and Jsucc tK are as obvious. Term-formers
for products and function spaces are interpreted via the cartesian closed structure of S,
and for sums via its coproducts. Exponentials are not merely pointwise, so we give the
definitions explicitly:
• Jλx.tKi (γ)j maps a 7→ JΓ, x : A ` t : BKj (γj , a);
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• Jt1 t2 Ki (γ) = (Jt1 Ki (γ)i ) ◦ Jt2 Ki (γ);
Jfold tK and Junfold tK are defined via composition with the isomorphisms of Lemma 2.5.
Jnext tK and Junbox tK are defined by composition with the natural transformations introduced in Definition 2.2. The final cases are
• Jt1 ~ t2 K1 is defined uniquely at the trivial first stage of the denotation of a later
type; Jt1 ~ t2 Ki+1 (γ) , (Jt1 Ki+1 (γ)i ) ◦ Jt2 Ki+1 (γ).
• Jprev[x1 ← t1 , . . .].tKi (γ) , JtKi+1 (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .), where Jt1 Ki (γ) ∈ JA1 Ki is also in
JA1 Ki+1 by Lemma 2.6;
• Jbox[x1 ← t1 , . . .].tKi (γ)j = JtKj (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .), again using Lemma 2.6;
• Let JtKj (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . . , Jtn Ki (γ)) (which is well-defined by Lemma 2.6) be [aj , d] as j
ranges, recalling that d ∈ {1, 2} is the same for all i by naturality. Define a to be
the arrow 1 → JAd K that has j’th element aj . Then Jbox+ [~x ← ~t ].tKi (γ) , [a, d].

Lemma 2.8. Take typed terms in context x1 : A1 , . . . , xm : Am ` t : A and Γ ` tk : Ak for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Then Jt[~t/~x]Ki (γ) = JtKi (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . . , Jtm Ki (γ)).

Proof. By induction on the typing of t. We present the cases particular to our calculus.
JAK
next t: case i = 1 is trivial. Jnext t[~t/~x]Ki+1 (γ) = ri ◦Jt[~t/~x]Ki+1 (γ) by definition, which
JAK
is ri ◦ JtKi+1 (Jt1 Ki+1 (γ), . . .) by induction, which is Jnext tKi+1 (Jt1 Ki+1 (γ), . . .).
J(prev[~y ← ~u].t)[~t/~x]Ki (γ) = Jprev[~y ← ~u[~t/~x]].tKi (γ), which by definition is equal
to JtKi+1 (Ju1 [~t/~x]Ki (γ), . . .), which is JtKi+1 (Ju1 Ki (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .), . . .) by induction, which is
Jprev[~y ← ~u].tKi (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .).
u1 ~u2 : case i = 1 is trivial. J(u1 ~u2 )[~t/~x]Ki+1 (γ) = (Ju1 [~t/~x]Ki+1 (γ)i )◦Ju2 [~t/~x]Ki+1 (γ),
which is (Ju1 Ki+1 (Jt1 Ki+1 (γ), . . .)i ) ◦ Ju2 Ki+1 (Jt1 Ki+1 (γ), . . .), which is in turn equal to Ju1 ~
u2 Ki+1 (Jt1 Ki+1 (γ), . . .).
Jbox[~y ← ~u[~t/~x]].tKi (γ)j = JtKj (Ju1 [~t/~x]Ki (γ), . . .), which is JtKj (Ju1 Ki (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .), . . .)
by induction, which is Jbox[~y ← ~u].tKi (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .)j .
Junbox t[~t/~x]Ki (γ) = Jt[~t/~x]Ki (γ)i = JtKi (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .)i = Junbox tKi (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .).
box+ [~y ← ~u].t: By induction we have Juk [~t/~x]Ki (γ) = Juk Ki (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .). Hence
JtKj (Ju1 [~t/~x]Ki (γ), . . .) = JtKj (Ju1 Ki (Jt1 Ki (γ), . . .), . . .) as required.
Theorem 2.9 (Soundness). If t

u then JtK = JuK.

Proof. We verify the reduction rules of Definition 1.2; extending this to any evaluation
context, and to , is easy. The product reduction case is standard, and function case
requires Lemma 2.8. unfold fold is the application of mutually inverse arrows.
Jprev[~x ← ~t ].tKi = JtKi+1 (Jt1 Ki , . . .). Each tk in the explicit substitution is closed, so
is denoted by an arrow from 1 to a constant S-object, so by naturality Jtk Ki = Jtk Ki+1 .
JtKi+1 (Jt1 Ki+1 , . . .) = Jt[~t/~x]Ki+1 by Lemma 2.8, which is Jprev t[~t/~x]Ki .
Jprev next tKi = Jnext tKi+1 = JtKi .
With ~-reduction, index 1 is trivial. Jnext t1 ~next t2 Ki+1 = (Jnext t1 Ki+1 )i ◦Jnext t2 Ki+1 =
JA→BK
JAK
(ri
◦Jt1 Ki+1 )i ◦ri ◦Jt2 Ki+1 = (Jt1 Ki ◦ri1 )i ◦Jt2 Ki ◦ri1 by naturality, which is (Jt1 Ki )i ◦Jt2 Ki =
JBK
Jt1 t2 Ki = Jt1 t2 Ki ◦ ri1 = ri ◦ Jt1 t2 Ki+1 = Jnext(t1 t2 )Ki+1 .
Junbox(box[~x ← ~t ].t)Ki = (Jbox[~x ← ~t ].tKi )i = JtKi (Jt1 Ki , . . .) = Jt[~t/~x]Ki .
box+ -reduction: Because each JAk K is a constant object (Lemma 2.6), Jtk Ki = Jtk Kj for
all i, j. Hence Jbox+ [~x ← ~t ].tKi is defined via components JtKj (Jt1 Kj , . . .) and Jbox+ t[~t/~x]K
is defined via components Jt[~t/~x]Kj . These are equal by Lemma 2.8. Jbox+ ind tKi is the d’th
injection into the function with j’th component JtKj , and likewise for Jind box tKi .
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2.3. Adequacy and Normalisation. We now define a logical relation between our denotational semantics and terms, from which both normalisation and adequacy will follow.
Doing this inductively proves rather delicate, because induction on size will not support
reasoning about our values, as fold refers to a larger type in its premise. This motivates
a notion of unguarded size under which A[µα.A/α] is ‘smaller’ than µα.A. But under this
metric IA is smaller than A, so next now poses a problem. But the meaning of IA at
index i + 1 is determined by A at index i, and so, as in Birkedal et al. [8], our relation
will also induct on index. This in turn creates problems with box, whose meaning refers to
all indexes simultaneously, motivating a notion of box depth, allowing us finally to attain
well-defined induction.
Definition 2.10. The unguarded size us of an open type follows the obvious definition for
type size, except that us(IA) = 0.
The box depth bd of an open type is
• bd(A) = 0 for A ∈ {α, 0, 1, N};
• bd(A × B) = min(bd(A), bd(B)), and similarly for A + B, A → B;
• bd(µα.A) = bd(A), and similarly for bd(IA);
• bd(A) = bd(A) + 1.
Lemma 2.11.
(1) α guarded in A implies us(A[B/α]) ≤ us(A).
(2) bd(B) ≤ bd(A) implies bd(A[B/α]) ≤ bd(A)
Proof. By induction on the construction of the type A.
(i) follows with only interesting case the variable case – A cannot be α because of the
requirement that α be guarded in A.
(ii) follows with interesting cases: variable case enforces bd(B) = 0; binary type-formers
×, → have for example bd(A1 ) ≥ bd(A1 ×A2 ), so bd(A1 ) ≥ bd(B) and the induction follows;
A by construction has no free variables.
Definition 2.12. The family of relations RiA , indexed by closed types A and positive
integers i, relates elements of the semantics a ∈ JAKi and closed typed terms t : A and is
defined as
• nRiN t iff t
succn zero;
1
• ∗Ri t iff t
hi;
A1 ×A2
• (a1 , a2 )Ri
t iff t
ht1 , t2 i and a1 RiA1 t1 and a2 RiA2 t2 ;
A1 +A2
• [a, d]Ri
t iff t
ind u for d ∈ {1, 2}, and aRiAd u.
λx.s and for all j ≤ i, aRjA u implies fj (a)RjB s[u/x];
• f RiA→B t iff t
A[µα.A/α]

• aRiµα.A t iff t
fold u and hi (a)Ri
u, where h is the “unfold” isomorphism
for the recursive type (ref. Lemma 2.5);
A u.
• aRiIA t iff t
next u and, where i > 1, aRi−1
• aRiA t iff t
box u and for all j, aj RjA u;
Note that Ri0 is (necessarily) everywhere empty.
The above is well-defined by induction on the lexicographic ordering on box depth, then
index, then unguarded size. First, the  case strictly decreases box depth, and no other case
increases it (ref. Lemma 2.11.2 for µ-types). Second, the I case strictly decreases index,
and no other case increases it (disregarding ). Finally, all other cases strictly decrease
unguarded size, as seen via Lemma 2.11.1 for µ-types.
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u and aRiA u then aRiA t.

Proof. All cases follow similarly; consider A1 × A2 . (a1 , a2 )RiA1 ×A2 u implies u
where this value obeys some property. But then t
ht1 , t2 i similarly.
A t implies r
Lemma 2.14. aRi+1
i

JAK

ht1 , t2 i,

(a)RiA t.

Proof. Cases N, 1, 0 are trivial. Cases × and + follow by induction because restrictions are
defined pointwise. Case µ follows by induction and the naturality of the isomorphism h.
JAK
Case A follows because ri
(a) = a.
A→B
For A → B take j ≤ i and a0 RjA u. By the downwards closure in the definition of Ri+1
we have fj (a0 )RjB s[u/x]. But fj = (ri
(f ))j .
IA
With IA, case i = 1 is trivial, so take i = j + 1. aRj+2
t means t
JA→BK

A u,
next u and aRj+1

so by induction rj (a)RjA u, so rj+1 (a)RjA u as required.
JAK

JIAK

Lemma 2.15. If aRiA t and A is constant, then aRjA t for all j.
Proof. Easy induction on types, ignoring IA and treating A as a base case.
We may now turn to the proof of the Fundamental Lemma.
Lemma 2.16 (Fundamental Lemma). Take Γ = (x1 : A1 , . . . , xm : Am ), Γ ` t : A, and
closed typed terms tk : Ak for 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Then for all i, if ak RiAk tk for all k, then
JΓ ` t : AKi (~a) RiA t[~t/~x].

Proof. By induction on the typing Γ ` t : A. hi, zero cases are trivial, and hu1 , u2 i, ind t, fold t
cases follow by easy induction.
succ t: If t[~t/~x] reduces to succl zero for some l then succ t[~t/~x] reduces to succl+1 zero,
as we may reduce under the succ.
πd t for d ∈ {1, 2}: If JtKi (~a)RiA1 ×A2 t[~t/~x] then t[~t/~x]
hu1 , u2 i and ud is related to the
d’th projection of JtKi (~a). But then πd t[~t/~x]
πd hu1 , u2 i 7→ ud , so Lemma 2.13 completes
the case.
abort: The induction hypothesis states that JtKk (~a)Rk0 t[~t/~x ], but this is not possible, so
the statement holds vacuously.
case t of y1 .u1 ; y2 .u2 : If JtKi (~a)RiA1 +A2 t[~t/~x] then t[~t/~x ]
ind u for some d ∈ {1, 2},
Ad
A
with JtKi (~a) = [a, d] and aRi u. Then Jud Ki (~a, a)Rk ud [~t/~x, u/yd ]. Now we have that
(case t of y1 .u1 ; y2 .u2 )[~t/~x]
case ind u of y1 .(u1 [~t/~x]); y2 .(u2 [~t/~x]), which in turn reduces to
ud [~t/~x, u/yi ], and Lemma 2.13 completes.
λx.t: Taking j ≤ i and aRjA u, we must show that Jλx.tKi (~a)j (a)RjB t[~t/~x][u/x]. The left
hand side is JtKj (~a j , a). For each k, ak j RjAk tk by Lemma 2.14, and induction completes
the case.
u1 u2 : By induction u1 [~t/~x]
λx.s and Ju1 Kk (~a)k (Ju2 Kk (~a))RiB s[u2 [~t/~x]/x]. Now we
have (u1 u2 )
(λx.s)(u2 [~t/~x]) 7→ s[u2 [~t/~x]/x], and Lemma 2.13 completes.
unfold t: we reduce under unfold, then reduce unfold fold, then use Lemma 2.13.
Ak
next t: Trivial for index 1. For i = j + 1, if each ak Rj+1
tk then by Lemma 2.14
JAk K
JΓK
Ak
rj (ak )Rj tk . Then by induction JtKj ◦ rj (~a)RjA t[~t/~x], whose left side is by naturality
rj

JAK

◦ JtKj+1 (~a) = Jnext tKj+1 (~a).
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Ak
prev[~y ← ~u].t: Juk Ki (~a)RiAk uk [~t/~x] by induction, so Juk Ki (~a)Ri+1
uk [~t/~x] by Lemma 2.15.
IA
Then JtKi+1 (Ju1 Ki (~a), . . .)Ri+1 t[u1 [~t/~x]/y1 , . . .] by induction, so we have t[u1 [~t/~x]/y1 , . . .]
next s with JtKi+1 (Ju1 Kk (~a), . . .)RiA s. The left hand side is Jprev[~y ← ~u].tKi (~a), while prev[~y ←
~u[~t/~x]].t 7→ prev t[u1 [~t/~x]/y1 , . . .]
prev next s 7→ s, so Lemma 2.13 completes.
IA
u1 ~ u2 : Index 1 is trivial so set i = j + 1. Ju2 Kj+1 (~a)Rj+1
u2 [~t/~x] implies u2 [~t/~x]
next s2 with Ju2 Kj+1 (~a)RjA s2 . Similarly u1
next s1 and s1
λx.s with (Ju1 Kj+1 (~a)j ) ◦
Ju2 Kj+1 (~a)RjB s[s2 /x]. The left hand side is exactly Ju1 ~u2 Kj+1 (~a). Now u1 ~u2
next s1 ~
u2
next s1 ~ next s2 7→ next(s1 s2 ), and s1 s2
(λx.s)s2 7→ s[s2 /x], completing the proof.
box[~y ← ~u].t: To show Jbox[~y ← ~u].tKi (~a)RiA box[~y ← ~u].t)[~t/~x], we observe that the
right hand side reduces in one step to box t[u1 [~t/~x]/y1 , . . .]. The j’th element of the left
hand side is JtKj (Ju1 Kk (~a), . . .). We need to show this is related by RjA to t[u1 [~t/~x]/y1 , . . .];
this follows by Lemma 2.15 and induction.
unbox t: By induction t[~t/~x]
box u, so unbox t[~t/~x]
unbox box u 7→ u. By induction
A
A
JtKi (~a)i Ri u, so Junbox tKi (~a)Ri u, and Lemma 2.13 completes.
box+ [~y ← ~u].t: Juk Ki (~a)RiAk uk [~t/~x] by induction, so Juk Ki (~a)RjAk uk [~t/~x] for any j by
Lemma 2.15. By induction JtKj (Ju1 Kk (~a), . . .)RjB1 +B2 t[u1 [~t/~x ]/y1 , . . .]. If JtKj (Ju1 Kk (~a), . . .)
is some [bj , d] we have t[u1 [~t/~x]/y1 , . . .]
ind s with bj RjBd s. Now (box+ [~y ← ~u].t)[~t/~x ] 7→
box+ t[u1 [~t/~x ]/y1 , . . .]
box+ ind s, which finally reduces to ind box s, which yields the result.

Theorem 2.17 (Adequacy and Normalisation).
(1) For all closed terms ` t : A it holds that JtKi RiA t;
(2) J` t : NKi = n implies t
succn zero;
(3) All closed typed terms evaluate to a value.
Proof. (1) specialises Lemma 2.16 to closed types. (2) and (3) hold by (1) and inspection
of Definition 2.12.
Definition 2.18. Typed contexts with typed holes are defined as obvious. Two terms
Γ ` t : A, Γ ` u : A are contextually equivalent, written t 'ctx u, if for all well-typed closing
contexts C of type N, the terms C[t] and C[u] reduce to the same value.
Corollary 2.19. JtK = JuK implies t 'ctx u.

Proof. JC[t]K = JC[u]K by compositionality of the denotational semantics. Then by Theorem 2.17.2 they reduce to the same value.
3. Logic for the Guarded Lambda Calculus

In this section we will discuss the internal logic of the topos of trees, show that it yields
a program logic Lgλ which supports reasoning about the contextual equivalence of gλprograms, remark on some properties of this program logic, and give some example proofs.
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3.1. From Internal Logic to Program Logic. S is a presheaf category, and so a topos,
and so its internal logic provides a model of higher-order logic with equality [32]. The
internal logic of S has been explored elsewhere [7, 15, 31], but to motivate the results of this
section we make some observations here.
As discussed in Example 2.4.2, the subobject classifier Ω is exactly the denotation of
the guarded conatural numbers CoNatg , as defined in the gλ-calculus in Section 1.4. The
propositional connectives can then be defined via gλ-functions on the guarded conaturals:
false ⊥ is cozero, as defined in Section 1.4; true > is infinity; conjunction ∧ is a minimum
function readily definable on pairs of guarded conaturals; ¬ is
λn. case(unfold n) of x1 .infinity; x2 .cozero : CoNatg → CoNatg
and so on. The connectives ∀x : A, ∃x : A, and =A cannot be expressed as gλ-functions for
an arbitrary gλ-type A, but are definable as (parametrised) operations on Ω in the usual
way [32, Section IV.9].
Along with the standard connectives we can define a modality ., whose action on the
subobject classifier corresponds precisely to the function cosucc on guarded conaturals defined in Section 1.4. We call this modality ‘later’, overloading our name for our type-former
I, and the functor on S with the same name and symbol introduced in Definition 2.2.3.
This overloading is justified by a tight relationship between these concepts which we will
investigate below. For now, note that cosucc can be defined as a composition of functions
lift ◦ next, where lift5 is a function IΩ → Ω definable in the gλ calculus as
λn. fold(in2 n) : ICoNatg → CoNatg
Further, infinity is fix lift. We will make use of this lift function later in this section.
Returning to the propositional connectives, double negation ¬¬ corresponds to the
gλ-function
λn. case(unfold n) of x1 .cozero; x2 .infinity : CoNatg → CoNatg
Now consider the poset Sub(X) of subobjects of X, which are pointwise subsets whose
restriction maps are determined by the restriction maps of X; or equivalently, characteristic
arrows X → Ω. The function ¬¬ : Ω → Ω extends to a monotone function Sub(X) →
Sub(X) by composition with characteristic arrows as obvious. This function preserves joins,
and so by the adjoint functor theorem for posets has a right adjoint Sub(X) → Sub(X),
which we write  and call ‘always’ [10]. The notational similarity with the type-former and
functor  is, as with . and I, deliberate and will be explored further. First, we can offer
a more concrete definition of :
Definition 3.1.
• Take a S-object X, positive integer m, and element x ∈ Xm , and
recall that for any n ≥ m the function m : Xn → Xm is defined by composing
restriction functions. Then the height of x in X, written heightX (x), is the largest
integer n ≥ m such that there exists y ∈ Xn with y m = x, or ∞ if there is no such
largest n.
• Given a subobject Y of X, the characteristic arrow of the subobject  Y of X is
defined as
(
(χY )n (x) heightY (x) = heightX (x)
(χ Y )n (x) =
0
otherwise.
5called succ by Birkedal et al. [7]; we avoid this because of the clash with the name for a term-former.
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The condition regarding the height of elements allows the modality  to reflect the
global, rather than pointwise, structure of a subobject. For example, considering the object
I0, which is a singleton at its first stage and empty set at all later stages, as a subobject
of the terminal object 1, the subobject (I0) is 0.
Example 3.2. A proposition φ with no free variables corresponds in the internal logic of
S to an arrow 1 → Ω, which as we have seen in turn corresponds to a guarded conatural
number. The proposition  φ also corresponds a guarded conatural number, so we can see
the action of  on closed propositions as arising from a function N + {∞} → N + {∞}
defined by
(
∞ n=∞
(n) =
(3.1)
0
otherwise.
This is a perfectly good function in Set, but it does not correspond to an S-arrow Ω → Ω,
because it is hopelessly unproductive – we need to make infinitely many observations of the
input before we decide anything about the output. Similarly, we cannot define a function
of the type CoNatg → CoNatg in the gλ-calculus with this behaviour.
The case where we have a subobject Y of a constant object X is similar to the case of
subobjects of 1 – the characteristic function of  Y maps each element x of X to a conatural
number, which is then composed with the  function (3.1).
Note further than  does not commute with substitution; in particular, given a substitution σ, (φσ) does not necessarily imply ( φ)σ. However these formulae are equivalent
if σ is a substitution between constant contexts. In practice we will use  only in constant
context.
We may now proceed to the definition of the program logic Lgλ:
Definition 3.3. Lgλ is the typed higher order logic with equality defined by the internal
logic of S, whose types and function symbols are the types and term-formers of the gλcalculus, interpreted in S as in Section 2.2, and further extended by the modalities ., .
We write Γ | Ξ ` φ where the proposition φ with term variables drawn from the context
Γ is entailed by the set of propositions Ξ. Note that we use the symbol Ω for the type of
propositions, although this is precisely the denotation of the guarded conatural numbers.
This logic may be used to prove contextual equivalence of programs:
Theorem 3.4. Let t1 and t2 be two gλ terms of type A in context Γ. If the sequent
Γ | ∅ ` t1 =A t2 is provable, then t1 and t2 are contextually equivalent.
Proof. Recall that equality in the internal logic of a topos is just equality of morphisms.
Hence t1 and t2 denote same morphism from JΓK to JAK. Adequacy (Corollary 2.19) then
implies that t1 and t2 are contextually equivalent.
3.2. Properties of the Logic. The definition of the logic Lgλ from the previous section
establishes its syntax, and semantics in the topos of trees, without giving much sense of
how proofs might be constructed. Clouston and Goré [15] have provided a sound and
complete sequent calculus, and hence decision procedure, for the fragment of the internal
logic of S with propositional connectives and ., but the full logic Lgλ is considerably more
expressive than this; for example it is not decidable [37]. In this section we will establish
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~x : A
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~
Γ ` ~t : A

 
Γ ` prev[x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ].(next t) = t ~t/~x
~ ` t : IA
~x : A

~
Γ ` ~t : A

Γ ` t1 : A → B
Γ ` t2 : A
Γ ` next t1 ~ next t2 = next(t1 t2 )

 
Γ ` next(prev[x1 ← t1 , . . . , xn ← tn ].t) = t ~t/~x

Γ ` f : I(B → C)
Γ ` g : I(A → B)
Γ ` t : IA
Γ ` f ~ (g ~ t) = (next comp) ~ f ~ g ~ t
~`t:A
~x : A

~
Γ ` ~t : A
 
Γ ` unbox(box[~x ← ~t].t) = t ~t/~x
~
~`t:A
~x : A
Γ ` ~t : A
Γ ` box+ [~x ← ~t]. in1 t = in1 box[~x ← ~t].t

~ ` t : A
~
~x : A
Γ ` ~t : A
 
Γ ` box[~x ← ~t]. unbox t = t ~t/~x
~`t:B
~
~x : A
Γ ` ~t : A
Γ ` box+ [~x ← ~t]. in2 t = in2 box[~x ← ~t].t

~ `t:A+B
~x : A

~
Γ ` ~t : A
Γ, z1 : A ` u1 : C
Γ, z2 : B ` u2 : C
+
~
Γ ` case(box [~x ← t].t) of y1 .u1 [unbox y1 /z1 ]; y2 .u2 [unbox y2 /z2 ]
= case(t[~t/~x]) of z1 .u1 ; z2 .u2

~ `t:C +D
~x : A

~
~ y1 : C ` u1 : A + B
~ y2 : D ` u2 : A + B
Γ ` ~t : A
~x : A,
~x : A,
Γ ` box [~x ← ~t]. case t of y1 .u1 ; y2 .u2
= case(t[~t/~x]) of y1 . box+ [~x, y1 ← ~t, y1 ].u1 ; y2 . box+ [~x, y2 ← ~t, y2 ].u2
+

~ ` t : IA
~x : A

~ ` ~t : A
~
~
~y : B
Γ ` ~u : B
Γ ` prev[~y ← ~u].(t[~t/~x]) = prev[~x ← (~t[~u/~x])].t
~`t:A
~x : A

~ ` ~t : A
~
~
~y : B
Γ ` ~u : B
Γ ` box[~y ← ~u].(t[~t/~x]) = box[~x ← (~t[~u/~x])].t
~ `t:A+B
~x : A

~ ` ~t : A
~
~y : B

~
Γ ` ~u : B
Γ ` box+ [~y ← ~u].(t[~t/~x]) = box+ [~x ← (~t[~u/~x])].t
~ B,
~ C, D are assumed constant.
Figure 3: Equations between gλ-terms in Lgλ. Types in A,
comp is the composition λx.λy.λz.x(yz) : (B → C) → (A → B) → (A → C).
some reasoning principles for Lgλ, which will assist us in the next section in constructing
proofs about gλ-programs.
We start by noting that the usual βη-laws and commuting conversions for the λ-calculus
with products, sums, and iso-recursive types hold. These may be extended with new equations for the new gλ-constructs, sound in the model S, as listed in Figure 3.
Many of the rules of Figure 3 are unsurprising, adding η-rules to the β-rules of Definition 1.2, noting only that in the case of I we use the rule of equation (1.1), because
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we are here allowing the consideration of open terms. The reduction rule for ~ is joined
by the ‘composition’ equality for applicative functors [34]. In addition to the β-rule for
box+ of Definition 1.12, which govern how this connective commutes with the constructors
in1 , in2 and box, we also add a rule showing how it interacts with the eliminators case and
unbox. The next rule resembles a traditional commuting conversion for case with box+ , but
specialised to hold where the sum C + D on which the case split occurs has constant type.
There are finally three rules showing how substitutions can be moved in and out of the
explicit substitutions attached to the term-formers prev, box, and box+ , provided everything
is suitably constant. Because of these operators’ binding structure, substituted terms can
get ‘stuck’ inside explicit substitutions and so cannot interact with the terms the operators
are applied to. This is essential for soundness in general, but not where everything is
suitably constant, in which case these rules become essential to further simplifying terms.
As an example, the rather complicated commuting conversion for Intuitionistic S4 defined
by Bierman and de Paiva [5]
box[~x ← ~t, ~y ← ~u].(t[box ι.u/x]) ≈ box[~x ← ~t, x ← (box[~y ← ~u].u)].t
comes as a corollary.
We now pick out a distinguished class of S-objects and gλ-types that enjoy extra properties that are useful in some Lgλ proofs.
Definition 3.5. An S-object is total and inhabited if all its restriction functions are surjective, and all its sets are non-empty.
A gλ-type is total and inhabited if its denotation in S is total and inhabited.
In fact we can express this property directly in the internal logic:
Lemma 3.6. A type A is total and inhabited iff the formula
TI (A) , ∀a0 : IA, ∃a : A, a0 =IA next a
is valid.
Proof. The formula TI (A) expresses the internal surjectivity of the S-arrow next : JAK →
IJAK. In any presheaf topos, this holds of an arrow precisely when its components are all
surjective. It hence suffices to show that any S-object X is total and inhabited iff all the
functions of next : X → IX are surjective: X1 is non-empty iff ! : X1 → (IX)1 = {∗}
is surjective, all other arrows of next are the restriction functions themselves, and if X1 is
non-empty and all restriction functions are surjective, then all Xi are non-empty.
In fact almost all gλ-types are total and inhabited, as the next lemma and its corollary
show:
Lemma 3.7. Let F : (S op × S)n+1 → S be a locally contractive [7, Definition II.10] functor
that maps tuples of total and inhabited objects to total and inhabited objects, i.e. F restricts
to the full subcategory tiS of total and inhabited S-objects.
Then its fixed point Fix(F ) : (S op × S)n → S is also total and inhabited.
Proof. tiS is equivalent to the category of bisected complete non-empty ultrametric spaces
M [7, Section 5]. M is known to be an M -category in the sense of Birkedal et al. [9] and it
is easy to see that locally contractive functors in S are locally contractive in the M -category
sense. Because fixed points exist in M -categories, the fixed point of F exists in tiS.
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Γ | Ξ, (. φ ⇒ φ) ` φ

Löb

Γ, x : X | ∃y : Y, . φ(x, y) ` . (∃y : Y, φ(x, y))

Γ, x : X | .(∀y : Y, φ(x, y)) ` ∀y : Y, . φ(x, y)
Γ | ¬¬φ ` ψ
Γ | φ ` ψ

Γ | φ ` ψ
Γ | ¬¬φ ` ψ
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∀.

? ∈ {∧, ∨, ⇒}
Γ | .(φ ? ψ) a` . φ ? . ψ

Γ | Ξ, φ ` . φ

Γ|φ`ψ
Γ | φ ` ψ

Γ | φ ` φ

∀x, y : X. .(x =X y) ⇔ next x =IX next y

∃.

Γ | φ ` φ

eq.next

Figure 4: Valid rules for . and . The converse entailment in ∀ . and ∃ . rules holds if Y is
total and inhabited. In all rules involving  the context Γ is assumed constant.
Corollary 3.8. All gλ-types that do not have the empty type 0 in their syntax tree are total
and inhabited.
Proof. The µ-case is covered by Lemma 3.7, because open types whose free variables are
guarded denote locally contractive functors; the  case holds because total and inhabited
objects X admit at least one global element 1 → X; all other cases are routine.
Further sound reasoning principles in Lgλ, some making use of the concept of total
and inhabited type, are listed in Figure 4, and in the lemmas below, whose proofs are all
routine. Note that the rule eq.next establishes a close link between I and ., as Lemma 3.10
does for  and .
Lemma 3.9. For any type A and term f : IA → A we have fix f =A f (next(fix f )) and, if
u is any other term such that f (next u) =A u, then u =A fix f .
Finally, in the next section we will come to the problem of proving x =A y from
unbox x =A unbox y. This does not hold in general, but using the semantics of Lgλ we can
prove the proposition below.
Lemma 3.10. The formula (unbox x =A unbox y) ⇒ x =A y is valid.
3.3. Examples. In this section we see examples of Lgλ proofs regarding gλ-programs.
Example 3.11.
(1) For any f : A → B and g : B → C we have
(mapg f ) ◦ (mapg g) =Strg A→Strg C mapg (f ◦ g).

(3.2)

Equality of functions is extensional, so it suffices to show that these are equal on
any stream of type Strg A, for which we use the variable s. The proof proceeds
by unfolding the definitions on each side, observing that the heads are equal, then
proving equality of the tails by Löb induction; i.e. our induction hypothesis will be
(3.2) with . in front:
.((mapg f ) ◦ (mapg g) = mapg (f ◦ g)).

(3.3)
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Now unfolding the left hand side of (3.2) applied to s, using the definition of mapg
from Example 1.9.5, along with β-rules and Lemma 3.9, we get
f (g(hdg s)) :: (next(mapg f ) ~ ((next(mapg g)) ~ tlg s))
By applying the composition rule for ~ this simplifies to
f (g(hdg s)) :: ((next comp) ~ (next(mapg f )) ~ (next(mapg g)) ~ tlg s)
Applying the reduction rule for ~ we simplify this further to
f (g(hdg s)) :: (next((mapg f ) ◦ (mapg g)) ~ tlg s)

(3.4)

Unfolding the right of (3.2) similarly, we get
f (g(hdg s)) :: (next(mapg (f ◦ g)) ~ tlg s)

(3.5)

These streams have the same head; we proceed on the tail using our induction
hypothesis (3.3). By eq.next we immediately have
next((mapg f ) ◦ (mapg g)) = next mapg (f ◦ g)
replacing equals by equals then makes (3.4) equal to (3.5); Löb completes the proof.
(2) We now show how Lgλ can prove a second-order property. Given a predicate P on a
type A, that is, P : A → Ω, we can lift this to a predicate PStrg on Strg A expressing
that P holds for all elements of the stream by the definition
PStrg , fix λr.λs.P (hdg s) ∧ lift (r ~ (tlg s)) : Strg N → Ω
We can now prove for a total and inhabited type A that
∀P, Q : (A → CoNatg ), ∀f : A → A, (∀x : A, P (x) ⇒ Q(f (x)))
⇒ ∀s : StrA, PStrg (s) ⇒ QStrg (mapg f s).
Recall that mapg satisfies mapg f s = f (hdg s) :: (next(mapg f ) ~ (tlg s)). We will
prove the property by Löb induction, and so assume
.(∀s : Str N, PStrg (s) ⇒ QStrg (mapg f s))

(3.6)
g

Let s be a stream satisfying PStrg . If we unfold PStrg (s) we get P (hd s) and
lift(next PStrg ~ (tlg s)). We need to prove Q(hdg (mapg f s)) and lift(next QStrg ~
(tlg (mapg f s))). The first is easy since Q(hdg (mapg f s)) = Q(f (hdg s)). For the
second we have tlg (mapg f s) = next(mapg f ) ~ (tlg s). As A is total and inhabited,
Strg A is also by Corollary 3.8. Hence there is a stream s0 such that next s0 = tlg s.
This gives tlg (mapg f s) = next(mapg f s0 ) and so our desired result reduces to
lift(next(QStrg (mapg f s0 ))) and lift(next PStrg ~(tlg s)) is equivalent to lift(next(PStrg (s0 ))).
But lift ◦ next = . and so the induction hypothesis (3.6) and Löb finish the proof.
We now turn to examples that involve the constant type-former .
Example 3.12.
(1) Recall the functions iterate0 : (A → A) → A → Strg A of Example 1.9.6 and
every2nd : StrA → Strg A of Example 1.10.3. Then for every x : A and f : A → A,
every2nd(box ι. iterate0 f x) =Strg A iterate0 f 2 x
where f 2 is λx.f (f x).
First we prove the intermediate result
tl(box ι. iterate0 f x) =StrA box ι. iterate0 f (f x)

(3.7)
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which follows by:
tl (box ι. iterate0 f x) = box [s ← box ι. iterate0 f x]. prev ι. tlg unbox s
= box ι. prev[s ← box ι. iterate0 f x]. tlg unbox s
= box ι. prev ι. tlg unbox box ι. iterate0 f x
= box ι. prev ι. tlg iterate0 f x
= box ι. prev ι.(next iterate0 f ) ~ (next(f x))
= box ι. prev ι. next(iterate0 f (f x))
= box ι. iterate0 f (f x)
The first step follows by the definition of tl and the β-rule for functions. The next
two steps require the ability to move substitutions through a box and prev; see
the last three equations of Figure 3. The remaining steps follow from unfolding
definitions, various β-rules, and Lemma 3.9.
Now for Löb induction assume

. every2nd(box ι. iterate0 f x) =Strg A iterate0 f 2 x ,
(3.8)
then we can derive
every2nd (box ι. iterate0 f x)
= x :: (next every2nd) ~ (next tl tl box ι. iterate0 f x)
= x :: next every2nd tl tl box ι. iterate0 f x
= x :: next every2nd box ι. iterate0 f (f 2 x)
0

2

2

= x :: next iterate f (f x)

(3.7)
(3.8) and eq.next

= iterate0 f 2 x
One might wonder why we use iterate0 here instead of the more general iterate;
the answer is that we cannot form the subterm box ι. iterate f x if f is a variable of
type I(A → A), because this is not a constant type.
(2) Given a term in constant context f : A → B we define
L(f ) , lim box ι.f : A → B
recalling lim from Example 1.10.2. For any such f and x : A we can then prove
unbox(L(f ) x) =B f (unbox x). This allows us to prove, for example,
L(f ◦ g) = L(f ) ◦ L(g)

(3.9)

as follows: unbox(L(f ◦ g)(x)) = f ◦ g(unbox x) = unbox(L(f ) ◦ L(g)(x)). This is true
without any assumptions, and so (unbox(L(f ◦ g)(x)) = unbox(L(f ) ◦ L(g)(x))),
so by Lemma 3.10 and functional extensionality, (3.9) follows.
For functions of arity k we define Lk using L, and analogous properties hold, e.g.
we have unbox(L2 (f ) x y) = f (unbox x)(unbox y), which allows us to lift equalities
proved for functions on guarded types to functions on constant types; see Section 4
for an example.
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(3) In Section 1.4 we claimed there is an isomorphism between the types A + B and
(A + B), witnessed by the terms
λx. box ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2 : (A + B) → (A + B)
λx. box+ ι. unbox x
: (A + B) → A + B
We are now in a position to prove that these terms are mutually inverse. In the
below we use the rules regarding the permutation of substitutions through box+ ,
the interaction of box+ with case, and η-rules for sums and :
(λx. box ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2 )(box+ ι. unbox x)
= box[x ← box+ ι. unbox x]. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2
= box ι. case(box+ ι. unbox x) of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2
= box ι. case(unbox x) of x1 . in1 x1 ; x2 . in2 x2
= box ι. unbox x
= x
The other direction requires the permutation of a substitution through box+ , the
β-rule for , the commuting conversion of box+ through case, the reduction rule for
box+ , and η-rules for  and sums:
(λx. box+ ι. unbox x)(box ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2 )
= box+ [x ← box ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2 ]. unbox x
= box+ ι. unbox box ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2
= box+ ι. case x of x1 . in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 unbox x2
= case x of x1 . box+ ι. in1 unbox x1 ; x2 . box+ ι. in2 unbox x2
= case x of x1 . in1 box ι. unbox x1 ; x2 . in2 box ι. unbox x2
= case x of x1 . in1 x1 ; x2 . in2 x2
= x
As a final remark of this section, we note that our main direction of further work beyond
this paper has been to extend the gλ-calculus with dependent types [11], as we will discuss
further in Section 5.2. In this setting proofs take place inside the calculus, as with proof
assistants such as Coq [33] and Agda [39]. The ‘pen-and-paper’ proofs of this section are
therefore interesting partly because they reveal some of the constructions that are essential
to proving properties of guarded recursive programs; these are the constructions that must
be supported by the dependent type theory.
4. Behavioural Differential Equations
In this section we demonstrate the expressivity of the approach of this paper by showing
how to construct coinductive streams as solutions to behavioural differential equations [43]
in the gλ-calculus. This hence allows us to reason about such functions in Lgλ, instead of
via bisimulation arguments.
4.1. Definition and Examples. We now define, and give examples of, behavioural differential equations. These examples will allow us to sketch informally how they can be
expressed within the gλ-calculus, and how the program logic Lgλ can be used to reason
about them.
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Definition 4.1. Let Σ be a first-order signature over a base sort A. A behavioural differential equation for a k-ary stream function is a pair of terms hf and tf (standing for head
and tail ), where hf is a term containing function symbols from Σ, and variables as follows:
x1 , . . . , xk : A ` hf : A
Intuitively, the variables xi denote the heads of the argument stream. tf is a term with
function symbols from Σ along with a new constant f of sort (StrA)k → StrA, and variables
as follows:
x1 , . . . , xk , y1 , . . . , yk , z1 , . . . , zk : StrA ` tf : StrA
Intuitively, the variables xi denote the streams whose head is the head of the argument
stream and whose tails are all zeros, the variables yi denote the argument streams, the
variables zi denote the tails of the argument streams, and the new constant f is recursive
self-reference.
Further, given a set of stream functions defined by behavioural differential equations,
the term tf can use functions from that set as constants (behavioural differential equations
are therefore modular in the sense of Milius et al. [35]).
Note that we have slightly weakened the original notion of behavioural differential
equation by omitting the possibility of mutually recursive definitions, as used for example
to define the stream of Fibonacci numbers [43, Section 5]. This omission will ease the
notational burden involved in the formal results of the next section, but mutually recursive
definitions can be accommodated within the gλ-calculus setting by, for example, considering
a pair of mutually recursive stream functions as a function producing a pair of streams.
Example 4.2.
(1) Assuming we have constant zero of type N, the constant stream zeros of Example 1.9.4 is defined as a behavioural differential equation by
hzeros = zero

tzeros = zeros

(2) As an example of the modularity of this setting, given some n : N we can define the
stream [n] using the zeros stream defined above, by
h[n] = n

t[n] = zeros

(3) Assuming we have addition + : N × N → N written infix, then stream addition,
also written + and infix, is the binary function defined by
h+ = x1 + x2

t+ = z1 + z2

(4) Assuming we have multiplication × : N × N → N, written infix, then stream product, also written × and infix, is the binary function defined by
h× = x1 × x2

t× = (z1 × y2 ) + (x1 × z2 )

It is straightforward to translate the definitions above into constructions on guarded
streams in the gλ-calculus. For example, stream addition is defined by the function on
guarded streams plusg : Strg N → Strg N → Strg N below:
plusg , fix λp.λs1 .λs2 .(hdg s1 + hdg s2 ) :: (p ~ (tlg s1 ) ~ (tlg s2 ))
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We can lift this to a function on streams plus : Str N → Str N → Str N by plus , L2 (plusg ),
recalling L2 from Example 3.12.2. Now by Lemma 3.9 we have
plusg = λs1 .λs2 .(hdg s1 + hdg s2 ) :: ((next plusg ) ~ (tlg s1 ) ~ (tlg s2 )).

(4.1)

We can then prove in the logic Lgλ that the definition of plus satisfies the specification given
by the behavioural differential equation of Example 4.2.3. Given s1 , s2 : Str N, we have
hd(plus s1 s2 ) =
=
=
=
=

hdg unbox(plus s1 s2 )
hdg unbox(L2 (plusg ) s1 s2 )
hdg (plusg (unbox s1 )(unbox s2 )) (Example 3.12.2)
(hdg unbox s1 ) + (hdg unbox s2 ) (4.1)
(hd s1 ) + (hd s2 )

For the tl case, that tl(plus s1 s2 ) = plus(tl s1 )(tl s2 ), we proceed similarly, but also using
that tlg (unbox σ) = next(unbox(tl σ)) which follows from the definition of tl, the β-rule for
, and the η-rule for I.
We can hence use Lgλ to prove further properties of streams defined via behavioural
differential equations, for example that stream addition is commutative. Such proofs proceed by conducting the proof on the guarded stream produced by applying unbox, then by
introducing the  modality so long as the context is suitably constant, and then by invoking
Lemma 3.9.
4.2. From Behavioural Differential Equations to gλ-Terms. In the previous section
we saw an example of a translation from a behavioural differential equation to a gλ-term. In
this section we present the general translation. Starting with a k-ary behavioural differential
equation (hf , tf ) we will define a gλ-term6




Φgf : I (Strg A)k → Strg A → (Strg A)k → Strg A
by induction on the structure of hf and tf . We may apply a fixed-point combinator to this
to get a function on guarded streams, which we write as f g .
We first extend gλ with function symbols in the signature Σ of (hf , tf ). Using these it
is straightforward to define a gλ term hgf of type
x1 : A, x2 : A, · · · , xk : A ` hgf : A,
corresponding to hf in the obvious way.
From tf we define the term tgf of type


~x, ~y : Strg A, ~z : IStrg A, f : I (Strg A)k → Strg A ` tgf : IStrg A
by induction on the structure of tf as follows.
The base cases are simple:
• If tf = xi for some i we put tgf = next xi , and similarly for yi ;
• If tf = zi we put tgf = zi .
6We use the uncurried form to simplify the semantics.
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If tf = f (a1 , . . . , ak ) we put
tgf = curryg (f ) ~ tga1 ~ · · · ~ tgak
where curryg (f ) is the currying of the function f , which is easily definable as a gλ term.
Finally if tf = e(a1 , . . . , al ) for some previously defined l-ary e then we put
tgf = curryg (next eg ) ~ tga1 ~ · · · ~ tgal
We can then combine the terms hgf and tgf to define the desired term Φgf as
λf, ~y .(hgf [hdg yi /xi ]) :: (tgf [(hdg yi :: next zeros)/xi , tlg yi /zi ])
Analogously from a behavioural differential equation we define a gλ term Φf of type




Φf : (StrA)k → StrA → (StrA)k → StrA ,
where for the function symbols we take the lifted (as in Example 3.12.2) function symbols
used in the definition of Φgf .
We will now show that the lifting of the unique fixed point of Φgf is a fixed point of
Φf , and hence satisfies the behavioural differential equation for f . We prove this using
denotational semantics, relying on its adequacy (Corollary 2.19).
4.3. The Topos of Trees as a Sheaf Category. In order to reach the formal results
regarding behavioural differential equations of the next section, it will be convenient to
provide an alternative definition for the topos of trees as a category of sheaves, rather than
presheaves.
The preorder ω = 1 ≤ 2 ≤ · · · is a topological space given the Alexandrov topology
where the open sets are the downwards closed sets. These downwards closed sets are simply
0 ⊆ 1 ⊆ 2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ ω, where 0 is the empty set, n is the downwards closure of n for any
positive integer n, and ω is the entire set. Then the sheaves X over this topological space,
Sh (ω), are presheaves over these open sets obeying certain properties [32]. In this case these
properties ensure that X(0) must always be a singleton set and X(ω) is entirely determined
(up to isomorphism) by the sets X1 , X2 , · · · as their limit. This definition is hence plainly
equivalent to the definition of S from Section 2.1.
However this presentation is more convenient for our purposes here, in which we will
need to go back and forth between the categories S and Set, because the global sections
functor7 Γ in the sequence of adjoints
Π1 a ∆ a Γ
where
Π1 : S → Set
Π1 (X) = X(1)

∆ : Set → S
(
1 if α = 0
∆(a)(α) =
a otherwise

Γ : S → Set
Γ(X) = X(ω)

7The standard notation Γ for this functor should not be confused with our notation for typing contexts.
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is just evaluation at ω, i.e. the limit is already present, which simplifies notation. Another
advantage is that I : S → S is given as
(IX)(ν + 1) = X(ν)
(IX)(α) = X(α)
where α is a limit ordinal (either 0 or ω) which means that IX(ω) = X(ω) and as a
consequence, nextω = idX(ω) and Γ(IX) = Γ(X) for any X ∈ S and so (IX) = X for
any X, so we do not have to deal with mediating isomorphisms.
We finally turn to a useful lemma which we will use in the next section.

Lemma 4.3. Let X, Y be objects of S. Let F : I Y X → Y X be a morphism in S and
F : Y (ω)X(ω) → Y (ω)X(ω) be a function in Set. Suppose that the diagram

Γ(F )
Γ I YX
Γ(Y X )

lim

lim

Y (ω)X(ω)

F

Y (ω)X(ω)

commutes, where lim ({gν }ων=0 ) = gω . By Banach’s fixed point theorem F has a unique fixed
point, say u : 1 → Y X .
Then lim(Γ(u)(∗)) = lim(Γ(next ◦ u)(∗)) = Γ(next ◦ u)(∗)ω = uω (∗)ω is a fixed point
of F .
Proof.
F (lim(Γ(u)(∗))) = lim(Γ(F )(Γ(next ◦ u)(∗)))
= lim(Γ(F ◦ next ◦ u)(∗)) = lim(Γ(u)(∗)).
Note that lim is not an isomorphism, as there are in general many more functions from
X(ω) to Y (ω) than those that arise from natural transformations. The ones that arise from
natural transformations are the non-expansive ones.
4.4. Expressing Behavioural Differential Equations. We first define two interpretations of behavioural differential equations (Definition 4.1); first in the topos of trees, and
then in Set. The interpretation in S is just the denotation of the term Φgf from Section 4.2,
whereas the inclusion of the interpretation in Set into the topos of trees, using the constant
presheaf functor ∆, is the denotation of the term Φf from Section 4.2.
Definition 4.4. Fixing a set |A| which will interpret our base sort, define JAKS = ∆|A|
and JStrAKS = µX.∆|A| × IX; that is, the denotation of Strg (∆|A|) from Example 2.4.1.
To each function symbol g ∈ Σ of type τ1 , . . . , τn → τn+1 we assign a morphism
JgKS : Jτ1 KS × Jτ2 KS × · · · × Jτn KS → Jτn+1 KS .
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We then interpret hf as a morphism of type JAKkS → JAKS by induction:
Jxi KS = πi

Jg(t1 , t2 , . . . , tn )KS = JgKS ◦ hJt1 KS , Jt2 KS , · · · , Jtn KS i .

tf will be interpreted similarly, but we also have the new function symbol f to consider.
The interpretation of tf is therefore a S-arrow of type


JStrAKkS
k
k
k
→ I(JStrAKS )
Jtf KS : JStrAKS × JStrAKS × (I (JStrAKS )) × I JStrAKS
and is defined as:
Jxi KS = next ◦ πxi
Jyi KS = next ◦ πyi
Jzi KS = πzi

Jg(t1 , t2 , . . . , tn )KS = I(JgKS ) ◦ can ◦ hJt1 KS , Jt2 KS , · · · , Jtn KS i

if g 6= f

Jf (t1 , t2 , . . . , tk )KS = eval ◦ hJ ◦ πf , can ◦ hJt1 KS , Jt2 KS , · · · , Jtk KS ii

where can is the canonical isomorphism witnessing that I preserves products; eval is the
evaluation map, and J is the map I(X → Y ) → IX → IY which gives I its applicative
functor structure ~.
We can then define the S-arrow


JStrAKkS
JStrAKkS
F : I JStrAKS
→ JStrAKS
as the exponential transpose of

*
D
E
~ ◦ π1 , Jtf K ◦  ι ◦~hd, id
~ × id
F 0 = fold ◦ Jhf K ◦ hd
k , tail
S
JStrAK

+



JStrAKk
S
I JStrAKS

S

where hd and tl are head and tail functions, extended in the obvious way to tuples, and
fold : JAKS × I JStrAKS → JStrAKS is the evident ‘cons’ arrow. The function ι maps an
element in A to the guarded stream with head a and tail the stream of zeroes.
Definition 4.5. We now use the topos of trees definition above to define the denotation
of hf and tf in Set. We set JAKSet = |A| and JStrAKSet = JStrAKS (ω). For each function
symbol in Σ we define JgKSet = ΓJgKS = (JgKS )ω .
We then define Jhf KSet as a function
exactly as we defined Jhf KS :

JAKkSet → JAKSet

Jxi KSet = πi

Jg(t1 , t2 , . . . , tn )KSet = JgKSet ◦ hJt1 KSet , Jt2 KSet , · · · , Jtn KSet i .

The denotation of tf is somewhat different, as we do not have the functor I. We define
JStrAKkSet

Jtf KSet : JAKkSet × JStrAKkSet × JStrAKkSet × JStrAKSet

→ JStrAKSet
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as follows:
Jxi KSet = πxi
Jyi KSet = πyi
Jzi KSet = πzi

Jg(t1 , t2 , . . . , tn )KSet = JgKSet ◦ hJt1 KSet , Jt2 KSet , · · · , Jtn KSet i

if g 6= f

Jf (t1 , t2 , . . . , tk )KSet = eval ◦ hπf , hJt1 KSet , Jt2 KSet , · · · , Jtk KSet ii .

We then define
as

JStrAKkSet

F : JStrAKSet

JStrAKkSet

→ JStrAKSet


 


~ σ ), Jtf K
~ σ ) , ~σ , tl(~
~ σ ), φ
F (φ) (~σ ) = Γ (fold) Jhf KSet ◦ hd(~
ι
hd(~
Set
Lemma 4.6. For the above defined F and F we have
lim ◦Γ(F ) = F ◦ lim .



 
JStrAKkS
JStrAKkS
= Γ JStrAKS
. We have
Proof. Take φ ∈ Γ I JStrAKS
lim(Γ(F )(φ)) = lim (Fω (φ)) = Fω (φ)ω
and
F (lim(φ)) = F (φω )
JStrAKk

These are both elements of JStrAKSet Set , and so are functions in Set, so to show they are
equal we can use elements. Take ~σ ∈ JStrAKkSet . We are then required to show
F (φω ) (~σ ) = Fω (φ)ω (~σ )

Recall that F is the exponential transpose of F 0 , so Fω (φ)ω (~σ ) = Fω0 (φ, ~σ ). Now recall
that composition in S is just composition of functions at each stage, that products in S are
defined pointwise, and that nextω is the identity function. Moreover, the S-arrow hd gets
mapped by Γ to hd in Set and the same holds for tl. For the latter it is important that
Γ(I(X)) = Γ(X) for any X.
We thus get


Fω0 (φ, ~σ ) = foldω (Jhf KS )ω (hd(~σ )) , Jtf KS ω (φ, ι (hd(~σ )) , ~σ , tl(~σ ))
and also



F (φω ) (~σ ) = foldω Jhf KSet (hd (~σ )) , Jtf KSet (φω , ι (hd(~σ )) , ~σ , tl(~σ ))

It is now easy to see that these two are equal, by induction on the structure of hf and tf .
The variable cases are trivial, but crucially use the fact that nextω is the identity. The
cases for function symbols in Σ are trivial by the definition of their denotations in Set. The
case for f goes through similarly since application at ω only uses φ at ω.
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Theorem 4.7. Let Σ be a signature and suppose we have an interpretation in S. Let
(hf , tf ) be a behavioural differential equation defining a k-ary function f using function
symbols in Σ. The right-hand sides of hf and tf define a gλ-term Φgf of type




Φgf : I Strg Nk → Strg N → Strg Nk → Strg N
and a term Φf of type




Φf : I Str Nk → Str N → Str Nk → Str N
(here we must ‘lift’ the interpretations of the function symbols in Σ from guarded recursive streams to coinductive streams; this can be done by analogy with the L functions of
Example 3.12.2.)
Let f g = fix Φgf be the fixed point of Φgf . Then f = Lk (box f g ) is a fixed point of Φf
which in turn implies that it satisfies equations hf and tf .
Proof. The morphism F in Lemma 4.3 is the interpretation of the term Φgf from Section 4.2.
The inclusion of the morphism F in Lemma 4.3 is the denotation of the term Φf . Further,
the inclusion (with ∆) of the fixed point constructed in Lemma 4.3 is the denotation of f .
Proposition 4.6 concludes the proof that Jf K is indeed a fixed point of JΦf K. Hence by
adequacy of the denotational semantics we have that f is a fixed point of Φf .
This concludes our proof that for each behavioural differential equation that defines a
function on streams, we can use the gλ-calculus to define its solution.
5. Concluding Remarks
We have seen how the guarded lambda-calculus, or gλ-calculus, allows us to program with
guarded recursive and coinductive data structures while retaining normalisation and productivity, and how the topos of trees provides adequate semantics and an internal logic Lgλ
for reasoning about gλ-programs. We have demonstrated our approach’s expressivity by
showing that it can express behavioural differential equations, a well-known format for the
definition of stream functions. We conclude by surveying some related work and discussing
some future directions.
5.1. Related Work.
Other Calculi with Later. Since Nakano’s original paper [38] there have been a number
of calculi presented that utilise the later modality. Many of these calculi are causal [2,27–30,
40, 44], in that they cannot express acausal but productive functions, and are therefore less
expressive in this respect than the guarded λ-calculus. Note that this restriction is a feature,
rather than a defect, for some applications such as functional reactive programming [29],
where programs should indeed be prevented from reacting to an event before it has occurred.
We could similarly program in the fragment of the gλ-calculus without  to retain this
guarantee. We further note that the gλ-calculus is intended to extend the simply typed
λ-calculus in as modest a way as possible while gaining the expressivity we desire, and so
we have avoided exotic features such as Nakano’s subtyping and first-class type equalities
(which make type inference a non-trivial open problem [42, Section 9]), or the use of natural
numbers to stratify typing judgments [29], or reduction [2].
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Atkey and McBride’s clock quantifiers [4] showed how to express acausal functions
in a calculus with later. This was extended to dependent types by Møgelberg [36], with
improvements made subsequently by Bizjak and Møgelberg [12]. However the conference
version of this paper [13] is the first to present operational semantics for such a calculus.
Clock quantifiers differ in two main ways from this paper’s use of the modality .
First, multiple clocks are useful for expressing nested coinductive types that intuitively
vary on multiple independent time streams, such as infinite-breadth infinite-depth trees.
We conjecture that we could accommodate this by extending our calculus with multiple
versions of our type- and term-formers: µκ , Iκ , κ , nextκ and so forth, labelled by clocks
κ. Guardedness and constantness side-conditions on type- and term-formation would then
check only the clock under consideration. Semantics could be given via presheaves over ω n ,
where n is the number of clocks. One slightly awkward note is that we appear to need a
0
0
new term-former to construct the isomorphism κ Iκ A → Iκ κ A, given as a first-class
type equality by Atkey and McBride [4] (the other direction of this isomorphism, and the
0
permutation of κ with κ , are readily definable as terms).
Second, and more importantly, clock quantifiers remove the need for term-formers such
as box to carry explicit substitutions. There is no free lunch however, as we must instead
handle side-conditions asserting that given clock variables are free in the clock context;
while such ‘freshness’ conditions are common in formal calculi they are a notorious source
of error when reasoning about syntax. Further, if explicit substitutions are to be completely
avoided the prev constructor needs to be reworked, for example by replacing it with a force
term-former [4], and so we no longer have a conventional destructor for I, so βη-equalities
become more complex. Reiterating our remarks of Section 1.1 we note that, with respect to
programming with the gλ-calculus, the burden presented by the explicit substitutions seems
quite small, as all example programs involve identity substitutions only. Therefore our use
of the  modality seems the simpler choice, especially as it allows us to adapt previously
published work on term calculus for the modal logic Intuitionistic S4 [5]. However in our
work on extending guarded type theory to dependent types [11] the explicit substitutions
become more burdensome, resulting in our adoption of clock quantifiers for that work.
Dual Contexts. Our development draws extensively on the term calculus for Intuitionistic
S4 of Bierman and de Paiva [5]. Subsequent work by Davies and Pfenning [19] modified
Bierman and de Paiva’s calculus, removing the explicit substitutions attached to the box
term-former. As ever there is no free lunch, as instead a ‘dual context’ is used – the variable
context has two compartments, one of which is reserved for constant types. The calculus is
then closed under substitution via a modification of the definition of substitution to depend
on which context the variable is drawn from. Because, as stated above, we found the burden
of explicit substitutions not so great, we preferred to use the Bierman-de Paiva calculus as
our basis rather than deal with this more complicated notion of substitution; however from
our point of view these differences are relatively marginal and largely a matter of taste.
Ultrametric Spaces. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.7, the category M of bisected
complete non-empty ultrametric spaces is a complete subcategory of the topos of trees,
corresponding to the total and inhabited S-objects [7, Section 5]. This category M was
shown to provide semantics for Nakano’s calculus by Birkedal et al. [8], as well as for a
related calculus with later by Krishnaswami and Benton [29]. These works do not feature
the  modality, but its definition is easy - it maps any space to the space with the same
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underlying set, but the discrete metric. Why, then, do we instead use the topos of trees?
First, M is not a topos, and therefore our work reasoning with the internal logic would not
be possible. Second, M contains only non-empty spaces and so cannot model the 0 type.
If the empty space is added then I becomes undefinable: either I0 has underlying set ∅, in
which case there exists a map I0 → 0 and so the fixpoint function (I0 → 0) → 0 cannot
exist without creating an inhabitant of 0, or the underlying set is not empty, in which case
there is no map I0 → 0, and so we cannot eliminate I in constant contexts.
Sized Types. The best developed type-based method for ensuring productivity are sized
types, introduced by Hughes et al. in 1996 [22]. They have now been implemented in the
proof assistant Agda, following work by Abel [1]. There is as yet no equivalent development
employing the later modality, so direct comparison on realistic examples with respect to
criteria such as ease of use are probably premature. However we can make some preliminary observations. First, defining denotational semantics in a topos was essential to the
development of the program logic Lgλ; to our knowledge there is no semantics of sized
types yet developed that would support a similar development. Second, the later modality has applications that appear quite unrelated to sized types, in particular for modelling
and reasoning about programming languages, starting with Appel et al. [3] and including,
for example, the program logic iCAP [46]. These applications require recursive types with
negative occurrences of the recursion variable, and so lie outside the scope of sized types.
The implementation of guarded recursive types directly in a proof assistant should support
such applications. Here the most relevant comparison will be with the Coq formalisations
of semantics for later (in these cases, ultrametric semantics) [26, 45] as a basis for program
logics. The Coq formalisation of the topos of trees via ‘forcing’ of Jaber et al. [23] may also
be useable for such reasoning. Our hope is that implementing guarded recursive types as
primitive might reduce the overhead involved in working indirectly on encoded semantics.
Similar Type- and Term-Formers. We finally mention two further constructions that
bear some resemblance to those of this paper. First, the ∞ type-former, and ‘delay’ ],
and ‘force’ [ type-formers, for coinduction in Agda [18, Section 2.2], look somewhat like I,
next, and prev respectively, but are not intended to replace syntactic guardedness checking
and so the resemblance is largely superficial. Second, the ‘next’ and ‘globally’ modalities
of (discrete time) Linear Temporal Logic, recently employed as type-formers for functional
reactive programming by Jeltsch [25] and Jeffrey [24], look somewhat like I and , but we
as yet see no obvious formal links between these approaches.
5.2. Further Work.
Dependent Types. As discussed earlier, a major goal of this research is to extend the
simply-typed gλ-calculus to a calculus with dependent types. This could provide a basis
for interactive theorem proving with the later modality, integrating the sorts of proofs we
performed in Section 3 into the calculus itself. In Bizjak et al. [11] we have developed an
extensional guarded dependent type theory, which is proved sound in a model based on
the topos of trees. This extension is not entirely straightforward, most notably requiring
novel constructions to generalise applicative functor structure to dependent types. The next
challenge is to develop a type theory with decidable type checking, which would provide a
basis for implementation. We have developed a type theory with later [6] based on cubical
type theory [16], which has a notion of path equality which seems to interact better with
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the new constructs of guarded type theory than the ordinary Martin-Löf identity type. We
conjecture that our new type theory has decidable type checking, but this property is still
open even for cubical type theory without guarded recursion.
Inference of gλ Type- and Term-Formers. The examples in this paper make clear that
programming in the gλ-calculus is usually a matter of ‘decorating’ conventional programs
with our novel type- and term-formers such as I and next. This decoration process is often
straightforward, but we are not insensitive to the burden on the programmer of demanding
large amounts of novel notation be applied to their program before it will type-check. It
would therefore be helpful to investigate algorithmic support for automatically performing
this decoration process.
Full Abstraction. Corollary 2.19 established the soundness of our denotational semantics
with respect to contextual equivalence. Its converse, full abstraction, is left open. A proof
of full abstraction, or a counter-example, would help us to understand how good a model
the topos of trees provides for the gλ-calculus, with respect to whether it differentiates
terms that are operationally equivalent. Conversely, if full abstraction were found to fail
we could ask whether a language extension is possible which brings the gλ-calculus closer
to its intended semantics.
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